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Winchester 990004 402 hunting air rifle

This deal is exhausted. You receive a notification when you return. Price History Chart Check Winchester Prices 990004 402 Air Rifle Hunting / Leather Bracelets for Men By Brand: Winchester, Model: 990004-402, Winchester 990004 402 Air Rifle Hunt 177 Cal. BB Pistol with a Smooth Steel Gun700fps Max Speed Composite Repair,
Metal receiver, pistol grip and forearm16 BB shot or pellet clipCO2 Semi-automatic action -Compare Price- Full review This!page is the!top*keywordWon : Winchester 990004 402 Air Rifle Fighter The Winchester Air Rifle model MP4 features a steel gun rifle, metal receiver and durable composite material, pistol grip and forearm. The broth
is foldable and includes a sling twist. The four-lane tactical forearm four-lane system has an extended top rail and a rotating turn. The Winchester Air Rifle MP4 is a semi-automatic dual ammunition gun that fires BBs, as well as all standard .177 caliber pellet styles. The clip contains two standard CO2 cylinders of 12 grams to produce a
maximum mouth speed of 700 feet per second. Load two CO2 cylinders into the clip and then insert them into the gun. The clip also contains an ammo magazine with an 8-shot rotating cylinder at each end for a total of 16 shots. Load BBs, pellets or any combination of BBs and pellets into the charger and reinsert the charger into the clip.
After 8 shots, flip the clip to continue shooting. For adults and over 16 years with adult supervision. Winchester 990004 402 Air Rifle Hunt We recommend that you compare the costs and read review report reviews before purchasing Winchester 990004 402 Air Rifle Hunt . Click the button below to go to the online store with advice. I wish
you happiness and good fortune and get one that is the right price for the money you pay. The Winchester MP4 CO2 Rifle fires any ammo you have. Steel BBs and lead pellets are not scarce as firearms ammunition - and much cheaper - too! So, load your rifle and start shooting. Because this actually offers a lot of low-range power- the
gun uses two (2) CO2 cartridges at once. Our technology department has done some speed tests on the Winchester MP4. They have 550 fps with pellets and 450 fps with steel BBs. There were times when an occasional pellet reached 600 fps. Winchester MP4 Air Rifle Features Uses 2 (two) 12-gram CO2 cartridges Semi-automatic
Rifled barrel steel 16rd mag holds steel pellets or BBs (2 8rd rotating clips at either end of the insertable magazine) Flip-up slide torsion telescoping- front sight Adjustable for Wind or Lift) Folding rear sight Adjustable Weaver/Picatinny Integral Metal Receiver rail system on all 4 sides of the barrel Manual safety Do not fire steel BBs at
hard objects or water. They'll bounce! Remember to wear safety goggles. In fact, everyone in the vicinity of the range should use safety even if they're not shooting. Remember to remove all pets from range before you start shooting. Click here to see the California Proposition 65 warning. Read
moreSpecsManufacturerWinchesterCaliber.177Velocity700 fpsConditionNewAmmo TypePelletsActionSemiautomaticBarrel StyleRifledFire ModeRepeaterGun Weight4.40Overall Length38.50Barrel Length0.00Loudness4-Medium-HighMagaZine0MechanismCO2RailWeaver/PicatinnySafetyManualFront SightsFlip-upRear SightsFlip-up,
adjustableShots by Fill0Trigger Adjustability0Trigger Action0UsePlinking/FunWarranty1-year limited warrantyRead MoreReviewsSort by:Date Rating Rating View Next Q&amp;AI only to know if this MP4 is a Full Metal? if not where part is a plastic?asked Reden from USAAng ilang mga internals en ang upper en reciever ay metel inferior,
ang natitra ay plastic. Francisco de USAHand guards and but stoke are plastic, I modified mines shortening the hand protector, knowing that it looks like and M4, added laser + flashlight and rangeJoseMan guards and but stock, modified mines shortening the hand protector added an airsoft laser suppressor + flashlight and range looks
much better, see photoJoseThe reciever and barrel are made of metal. I don't know about the damping tube, but you can take the stock out of the factory for a magpull from the aftermarket or another brand. JUSTIN usaIs stock gl gl gl. I mean. a little loose, so a wrapper or two of black electric tape will suffice. Francisco de USAYes,
adjustable. John of USAYes is, and can be easily exchanged for an aftermarket action. JUSTIN by USAYes, according to the description on this page. GENE from USAYes is adjustableHarley How far can this thing shoot for a death shot in varmints. asked HunterIn 26 meters, small game and pests such as rats, squirrels, crows and
groundhogs. Francisco de USAHonestly id use this thing for backyard plinking only he was shooting a soup can considtantly in 20 yards with little penance. Luisfiguring that his claims to shoot at 700 fps which means he actually shoots 500fps with lead pellets would say no more than 30 yards for a good shot and 45 pushing it based on
the accuracy shown in the video. You could get better accuracy if you get a dummy co2 adapter and hooked it to an HPA tank, but even if you make your only one .17 lime rifle so you won't do much damage to anything bigger than a squirrel at 500 fps, but you might be able to get that number up if you can get the HPA tank at higher
pressures than a co2, but you would need a very good reg for that. But stock I would say 30 yards maximum for a U.S. squirrelThis is not a good choice for hunting any type of animals. You a more powerful rifleLam of USA Tactical mounts, lasers, red dots, flashlights, fit on the rails of this rifle.... asked FernandoBi-pod, laser + flashlight,
range and simulated suppressor, I took the hand protectors and cut to turn it into an M4, see attach photoJose This rifle has mil Spec Picatinny rails, all my real accessories fit. I actually took off my ass and grip, painted them FDE and then added ladder covers to match (also real), oh yes, I also put FDE Magpul back sights, it looks great.
ScottHas someone checked the 700fps rating?asked gnibert That the gun shot?asked Richard of USAYes is Rifled cannonpatric Canada is there within the movement of the bolt ? seams like its very similar to the M 14, but I can't even for any of the videos I've seen. How do you like it. Are you happy or not? I asked Chris of USAI I
definitely liked my mp4 rifle I am very happy I think a good purchase was until my wife and her father as I also buy the range for my rifle and now it looks greatYYes that it is. Waylon from the US and the U.S. But it's not the first time Can you change the grip, guard and stock? If so, what others? asked Spencer EdwardsWhere is the exact
range Lee How long it takes to get to your hous asked Austin heyAustin, To answer your questions, shipping would look for about 5 business days from the time the order is shipped. That's if land is shipped. Let's hope that answers your questions. Honestly, AIRgun Depot Customer Care TeamScott USA Are there additional chargers
available for this gun? Part number? Where to order?asked John of USAYou can pre-order Air Gun Depot for $6.95 code 14-1-74Robert usaYes there are additional magazines available, but they are on PyramidAir. There's under the name Winchester Mp4 clip. I hope that helps! USA Waylon No additional magazines are available on
Airgundepot. But there are some available on Pyramidair their named Winchester M14 &amp; Mp4 CO2 Rifle Magazines, is a single clip for $6.95.Waylon from USAFor accurate target shooting shots, what is the recommended distance from snout to target?asked Jess View Next Product:550525 Manufacturer: 990004-402 UPC :
039256800041 Airgun Caliber: 177 Caliber Questions? We're going to help! Chat Now Email to Friend The Winchester Air Rifle model MP4 features a steel rifle gun, metal receiver and durable composite material, pistol grip and forearm. The broth is foldable and includes a sling twist. The four-lane tactical forearm four-lane system has an
extended top rail and a rotating turn. The Winchester Air Rifle MP4 is a semi-automatic dual ammunition gun that fires BBs, as well as all standard .177 caliber pellet styles. The clip contains two standard CO2 cylinders of 12 grams to produce a maximum mouth speed of 700 feet per second. Load two CO2 cylinders into the clip and then
insert them into the gun. The clip also contains an ammo magazine with an 8-shot rotating cylinder in each for a total of 16 shots. Load BBs, pellets or any combination of BBs and pellets into the charger and reinsert the charger into the clip. After 8 shots, flip the clip to continue shooting. For adults and adults over 16 years of age with
NOTE: Prices, specifications and availability are subject to change without notice. We reserve the right to correct typographical, photographic and/or descriptive errors. Errors.
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